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HIS PAIR OF DISCS by Trio
Mediaeval offers an imaginative soundscape of music both
ancient and new. Trio Mediaeval's approach to the ancient is laudable and
lovely, but the contemporary compositions written specifically for this all female group seem co give chem their truest
v01ce.
The older recording, Words of the Angel (2001), intersperses movements of the
Tournai mass-one of the earliest manuscript compilations of polyphonic settings
of the texts of the Ordinary-among
monophonic laudae and English Marian
motets and sequences. The various styles
provide textural and harmonic relief,
a real concern in a completely unaccompanied recording. The recording takes its
name from the one contemporary composition, a 1998 work by Ivan Moody,
composed for the group. This work, appearing near the end of the disc, is a
harbinger of the marvelous things to come
in the second recording.
The newer recording, Soir, dit-elle
(2004), follows the same format as the
earlier by interspersing movements from
Lionel Power's Missa 'Alma Redemptoris
Mater' among monophonic laudae and
other polyphonic compositions. However,
the monophonic laudae and polyphony
date not from the Middle Ages but the
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. The result is a heady juxtaposition
of the sweetness of the countenance anglaise
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with the more dissonant styles of these
neo-Medieval works.
Listening to the newer recording first
may have been a mistake. Judgment of
the older is undoubtedly clouded by the
experience afforded by the newer: purity
of sound, sureness of pitch - particularly
in the dissonant patches, intriguing vocal
timbres, and exquisite ensemble that characterize the group's performance of the
contemporary works. Then, there are the
compositions themselves. While some
might dismiss their obvious imitations of
chant, Notre Dame and Ars Nova styles,
the composers have, nonetheless, brought
a sensibility and vocabulary that could
only arise from a post-modern outlook.
This retrenchment seems apropos of a
world beset by tragedy and war, desperately in search of meaning. After experiencing such, it is difficult to hear the
early music of the first disc with anything
other than modern ears. The second disc
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eclipses the first in emotion, performance
and surety of "voice. "
The new works-by Ukrainian composer Oleh Harkavyy, and British composers Gavin Bryars, Andrew Smith and
Ivan Moody (represented on both discs)
-are hauntingly beautiful and Trio
Mediaeval's performance of them stunning. In the polyphonic works, the group's
voices engage an otherworldly means of
expression. The monophonic laudae (by
Bryars) feature the range of timbres in
each of the women's solo voices. Special
mention must be made ofTorunn 0strem
Ossum's extraordinary work in Bryars's
Laude novella, for which she creates a
timbral antiphony between refrain and
verse.
Certainly the same qualities that the
group and individuals display in the new
compositions on both discs are present in
their performances of the early works.
The voices are simply beautiful, and the
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featuring

Dr. Anton Armstrong
of Sc. Olaf College

T he American Boychoir
The Newark Boys Chorus

Dr. Andre Thomas

with an appeara nce by the

of Flo ri da Scace Universicy

Princeton G irlchoir

Body, Mind, Spirit, Voice shows how rwo of rhe world's cop
choral directors - Dr. Anton Armstrong and Dr. Andre Thomas melded a gro up of young people into an amazing musi cal instrument. This 90 minute videotape tells rhe story of how the arts can
inspire and instruct, helping you ng people learn the val ues of hard
work, responsibility and self-confidence.
Recorded at The American Boychoir's National C horal
Conference in September of 2002. Directed by Emmy Award
wi nning producer Robert E. Frye.
To purchase your Vl-1S copy, please visit us on the web at
www.americanboychoir.org or call 1-888-BOYCHOIR.
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performers bring to the texts a stillness
that belies a deep understanding of the
original function of the works. Their
voices are not earthbound, but soar to
ward heaven to communicate with the
Divine.
This is to add one more voice to the
apparently long list of reviewers who find
the lack of translations for the Latin (and
even the Latin for the masses) in the liner
notes unconscionable. John Potter's pro
testations not withstanding [see
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<www.ecmrecords.com> for his response
to the uproar], all of the works are (and
were) about the texts. The texts give the
works their contexts, both new and old.
Even if the singers are bringing new mean
ings to the works, each listener will bring
different experiences to the same, and thus
deserve to have all the resources before
them.
W hile the lack of text translations is a
shortcoming, it is ultimately a small one
in the face of such an engaging group as
Trio Mediaeval. I highly recommend both
discs for any library or collection, and
hope that there are more to come from
this ensemble.
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New from the St. Olaf Choral Series!
The St. Olaf Choral Series is the premiere brand of sacred choral music for church, college,
high school, and community choirs. Anton Armstrong and John Ferguson of the St. Olaf
College music department hand pick compositions that will enhance any choir's library.
Nunc Dimittis, by Rene Clausen
Stunning setting written for the 100th St. Olaf choral festival.
Orchestral score and parts available online.
0-8006-7643-2
Jesus Loves Me, by john Ferguson
A gentle, sensitive arrangement for any choir.
0-8006-7648-3
Spotless Rose, by Graeme Morton.
A Christmas anthem for advanced high school choirs and up.
0-8006-7662-9
A Mighty Fortress, by john Ferguson.
A strong, faithful setting that is sure to become a classic.
0-8006-7642-4
525015-304

Keycode:IAS6066I

St. Olaf Choral Series

1-800-328-4648 • www.augsburgfortress.org
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